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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

For the first time in a decade the chemical warfare and
biological defense program (CBW) is achieving stability.•-•Recognition of the need for an adequate response to the -CB%1-

"threat posed by the Soviet military has resulted in the
initiation of a significant CBW program by all the U.S.
military services. However, there are a number of factors
that currently impact upon the planning and actual
implementation of a long-range CBW program. 1

Over the past two decades the U.S. CBW program has been A
cyclic. Not only have broad swings in funding levels
occurred, but the entire program was literally halted during A
the 1970's. After President Nixon's 1969 policy declaration
that the U.S. renounced the use of all biological warfare and
first use of chemical warfare the CBW program came to a _4
virtual standstill. The biological warfare research and
development (R&D) capability of the U.S. was dismantled,
"including the destruction of a large segment of accumulated
research results. Less dramatic, but still significant in
terms of continuity, the CW program was cut to essentially a
caretaker program.

When it became apparent in the latter third of the
1970's that the Soviets were making significant strides in
enhancing their CBW activities, the need for a revived U.S.
chemical and biological warfare defense program became
clear.* All the military services increased the resources
allocated to CBW defense programs over the five year
planning, programming and budget system (PPBS) cycle.

The Navy 6.2 Program Element Manager (pEM) for CBW
defense programs recognized the problems inherent in the

".4 disruption of program continuity that bad occurred in the
1970's as well as those associated with rapid expansion of
the program necessitated by emerging requirements for CBW de-

*The U.S. policy of renunciation of any use of biological

warfare and of first use of chemical warfare has resulted in
a CBW program that focuses on defensive measures.

-J
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fense in the Fleet. The previous fragmentation of the
program, both within the Navy and across the other services,
resulted in information gaps relative to past R&D efforts.

These circumstances generated a need for the Navy PLM to I
examine current, proposed (FY63 and forward), and previous ]
projects in the CDB defense program. The purpose of this
assessment was to identify programs, within the Navy and in
the other services, that have relevance to current and
projected Navy CBW defense program R&D. The primary thrust
of the effort undertaken in this project was to initially
determine the information needs of the Navy CBW PEN, develop
a baseline of technical information to meet those needs, and

establish a system for monitoring program progress.

B. PROJECT OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

) The objective of this rwwe•'-rctb project was to broaden
the capabilities of the Office of Naval Technology CBW
Defense Programs PEM to develop and monitor an integrated 6.2
research program. Initially intended to encompass tri-
service R&D over the past 10-15 years, it became apparent
early in the project that the critical -lements for the PEN

were the clear delineation of that position's information
needs to support program decisious and the PEM's ability to
subsequently monitor program actions throughout the PPBS

cycle. 4

Thus, the focus of the project changed from the
identification of CB warfare defense program R&D results to
the definition of a viable system to support the PEM in
review and evaluation of Program Objective 14emorandum (PO)
submissions for the Navy 6.2 CBW defense program. While not
an alternation to the work statement, the emphasis of the
research was placed on a syster. for meeting the future needs
of the PEN in allocating resources and tracking the progress
of the 6,2 programs. An additional element that emerged as
significant was the PEH's ability to monitor research
relative to transition to 6.3 as well as early identification
of 6.1 programs that are candidates for transition to the 6.2
program.\

C. APPROACH TO THE PROJECT

Early in the project the PEN determined that the best
mnethod to define and establish a working system for the

-A 2
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"assessvlent of program priorities, allocation of resources
over the five year POM period, and subsequent montitoring of
the 6.2 researcn programt was to accomplish the project tasks

in conjunction with the FY83-FY87 PON period activities.
Thus, the structure of the project followed two parallel
1 in e s

First, the project team worked closely with the PER

Sduring the POM cycle. This effor. directly contributed to
the development of PEM information needs, -allowing the
project team to ascertain these needs in the coatext that the
rEM will generate themn and sources will fulfill them.
Equally as important, the continuing interface between th.e
PEN and the project team provided valuable insiglit rinto the
way the PEII would us. infermati-on. Baied on these insights
the system for monitoring the 6.2 programr war developed.
"Wi.thout question, thp direct interaction with the PEN was the

most significant factor in the projec-.

The second line pursued by the project teas, vas the
collection and compilaLion of CBW defense program research.
This effort vas oriented toward the identification and
documentation of programs that would directly impact upon the
P7014 cycle and the prioritization of resource allocation to
budget year (FY83), plan year (FY84), and out-year (FY85-
FY 67) programs. Previous research pro'groms that did not
directly bear en the Poll cycle received less OLtention. The
planned expansion of the 6.2 CBI program, from approximately
$.75 million in FY82 and FY83 to over $3 million in FY84 and
subsequent years argued strongly for focusinL. the project
research on those programs with relcvance for the Pol cycle.

The final plcse of the approach encompassed the design
and developmerit of a sanagemetL information system to support
the PEN in subsequent years. While the PEM managemeut
infformat ion needs wee ,inina l for FY82 and FY83, the
structuring and operation of the system will provide a bavis
for the future. In light of the planned expansion of the 6.2
program ir FY84 and the following fiscal years. the early
eStablibTfient, test, and refinement of a manag ement
information system will significantly contribute to prcgram
managerentt.

The approach to system design erphasized the structuring
of a system th.at was functional for the PEM. The system, nas
been designed to meet the PEM information needs in a
straightforward manner that builds on the way the PEN and the

6.2 K&D program systerm operates. A critical factor i-:cs the
integrat ion of ex it:tiL documentation forrits and sources

3_J
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into a system that the PEH could easily access and maintain.
Another priptary ronsideration was a structure that would lend
itself initially to manual operation. but with the built-in
flexibility for future autumation iyto a simple data bass
management system.

Overall, the approach to the accomplishment of the
pro.ect objective was based on three tasks.

* Task 1: Determination of PEH Information-
Needs and Structure

* Task 2: Review of Navy and Other Services'
CB Warfare Defense Programs 1Eesearch

1 Task 3: Design aud Development of a CB
Warfare Defense Programs Research Hanage-
mert Information System

The remaining chapters in this report specifically address
the results of project research for each of these tasks.

'44
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I ~CHAPTER~ 11

ROLE OF THE CBW DEFENSE PROGRAMS PEN

A. OVERVIEW OF THE ROLE OF THE CBW PEN

The definition of information requirevents for the Navy
6.2 Program Element Manager for CBW Defense Programs is
limited to the exploratory development program and the two
associated categories -- basic research (6.1) and advanced
development (6.3). (See Table 1) The PEM must be aware of
basic research in the CBW area so that transition to the
exploratory development program can be planned as part of the
"PPBS cycle. Similarly, knowledge of the advanced development
program is important for planning transition from exploratory
Sdevelopment. The overall transition process links program
and budget planning of these three initial funding
categories. This linkage represents a major factor in the
overall R&D programr and is critical for botlh effective
program management and the timely availability of products
for the Fleet. Figure I portrays the funding cateories and
linkages.

The Chief of Naval Development/Deputy Chief of l!aval 1I lMateriel for Technology is responsible for the direction of
the exploratory development (6.2) vithin the Navy and tlie

technology base it foras. To accomplish the managem.ent of
the Navy technology base the Deputy Chief of Naval .aterielI for Technology is supported by twenty-two functional proCgr am
e lemeent mana -r (Pr5 P) in his command (Office of NavalSTechnology -- ONT). Each of these PEMs is a specialist in
his respective technology field, including the CBU Defense
Progrars PEM. The billet description of the CBR P EM*,
o outlining responsibilities, clearly delineates in abbreviated
terms the role of this particular position.

Planning, appraisal, corporate matiagement, and
oversight of the execution of Exploratory Develop-
ment Program efforts in support technology, in- A

cijuding developient of new/iraproved technologies
in personniel protective clothing and equipment;
injury and disease p;'event-Joit; casualty care;

•~ - CBR performance enihancement; and CBR defense.

*This project is limited to the chemical and biological
aspects of the CBR PE!0. However, the general information

. needs will be similar for the radiological eefense progrpn,.

. SI.5

A: • . . . . .. . . . . . "" :: . . . .. . . . .• .. . . ' '
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TABLE 1. RDT&L FUNDING CATEGORiIS _*

6.1 BASIC RESEARCH - PROVIDES FUNDAMENTAL

KNOWLEDGE FOR THlE SOLUTION OF IDENTI-

FIED MILITARY PROBLEMS

0 6.2 EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT - DEVELOPING AND

EVALUATING THE FEASIBILITY AND PRACTICABILITY

OF PROPOSED SOLUTIONS AND DETERMINING THEIR

PARAMETERS.

• 6.3 ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT - DEVELOPMENT OF ltARD-

WARE FOR EXPERIMENTAL OR OPERATIONAL TEST

* 6.4 ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT - ENGINFEPING FOR

SERVICE USE PRIOR TO PROCUREMENT

a 6.5 MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT - LABORATORY OPERA-
TIONS (INSTALLATION AND SUPPORT)

- 6.6 OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT - MAJOR

LINE ITEM PROJECTS; NOT A PROGRAM ELEMENT

,•J,

i-2
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Like the other PE.s, the CBW Defense Program PEN is

responsible to the Deputy Chief of Naval Materiel for Techno-
-A logy for the structure and oversight of that particular

exploratory development program. Essentially, the PEM

manages the CBW defentse technology base for the Deputy Chief

of Naval Materiel for Technology and assists him i.n

"accomplishing the mission of Navy technology management.
Also called the CB1U technology base manager, the PEM has a

different role than the product oriented program managers.
The latter have a particular design or product, supported by

technology, that will, when fielded, counter a specific

threat. The PEM has responsibility for managing and coordin-

ating the development of technology to support the overall
objectives of the CBW i'xploratory development program.

The difference between the PEM and product/project

managers is significant in defining information requirements.
The respective project managers are responsible for their
prticular products in terms of technical progress, schedule

and budget. These are the managero that guide specific

projects, requesting funds and determining the

appropriateness of transition to the next phase in the

acquisition cycle.

"The PEM represents the Deputy Chief of Naval Materiel

for Technolopy on matters associated with overall program

direction, prioritization of projects within the CBW

exploratory development program (6.2), Oeterminat ion of

funding, and program planning and budgeting within the

context of the PPBS cycle. The principal interface between
ONT and the 6.2 CBW project managers, the PE14 represents the

CBW program in the technology base de-ision process within

ONIT.

More specifically, the role of the PEN consists of a

number of planning and management functions that cuntribute

to the success of the 6.2 CBW program. These include the

functions shown in Table 2 and described below.

B. STRUCTURING OF THE NAVY 6.2 CBW DEFENSE PROGRAM

The most important and time consuming function of the

PEN is involvement in the PPBS cycle. It is in this role

that the PEN determines technology base requirements and

options for the CBW exploratory development program as well

as draws on information jerived from the other general
planning and mAnagement functions. Information inputs and

: . - ' ". .-. , ,. .., .. . .: - - m. . . . .• -

•..•; . : - '•" i : . .. . .• : "•--• -:.- : '- " !• ' -,. . =••=' = -' •- : •-. " . .. .' ... i - ".. .. • "• • ' •-:-'::•.: = ' . --.- .• •:. -• '
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TABLE 2. ROLE OF THE PEM

O REVIEW/PRIORITIZE 6.28 CLAIMANT PROGRAMS
.4.

. ASSESSES STATUS AND PROGRESS OF PROGRAMS

• CORPORATE OVERSIGHT OF PROGRAM EXECUTION

0 PREPARES PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION FOR

REVIEW BY CNO, ASN (RE&S), AND CONGRESS

o INTER-SERVICE COORDINATION OF 6.2 PROGRAMS

"0 COLLATERAL DUTIES
- TRI-SERVICE LSE STEERING COMMITTEE
- NAVY REPRESENTATIVE TO NATO NAVAL

SUBPANEL

.. ...... .=•t
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outputs of the PPBS cycle play a major part in the program ii
management and program formulation processes of the PEM. The

initial sources of PPBS inforaation are two documents issued
by the Chief of Naval Development, the Technology Policy and
Planning Guidance (TPPG) and the Technology erogramming and
Fiscal Guidance (TPFG). (See Table 3) The purpose of these

S.. ........ f

TABLE 3. 6.2 PPBS DOCUMENTATION

S TECHNOLOGY POLICY AND PLANNING GUIDANCE (TPPG)

ANNUALLY PROMULGATED IN JANUARY

PROVIDES FOCUS AND THRUST OF THE

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT POM

* TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMMING AND FISCAL GUIDANCE (TPFG)

ANNUALLY PROMULGATED IN JANUARY

SPECIFIES FISCAL CONSTRAINTS FOR

EACH MAJOR CLAIMANT
REVISED AS REQUIRED

two documents arid supplementary guidance is t.o provide the
commands the required guidance from which to construct their
6.2 program for budget, plan, and out-years. The contents of
these guidance docurnenti; reflect Chief of Naval. Operations

(CNO) goals, technology thruuts, and fiscal guidance.

Issuance of the TPP(; begins the process of program.

formulation and documentai-ion at the Coi,,anrd level. (See
Table 4) Based on thle TPP(. the Co.nuands prepare and submit
to the Office of Naval '..'chno logy the Claimant Program,
Proposal (CPP). The CPI' co,,tsins that claimant's exploratory
development (6.2) prograi., objects, tasks (projects),
milestones, and funding requirements for the next PON cycle.
The CPP is divided ivto tlho:,e projects that are considered
essential to accomplish overall program goals and those that

7ýh i 7 .... 
7/
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TABLE 4. 6.2 CLAIMANT DOCUMENTATION

O CLAIMANT PROGRAM PROPOSAL (CPP)

CONSTITUTES PROGRAM PROPOSALS FOR POM

"RESPONSIVE TO CND GUIDANCE (TPPG) -

0 SUB-PROJECT PROGRAM PLAN (SPP)

EXPANDS AND REFINES CPP TO SUPPORT PROGRAM

EXECUTION FOR BUDGET YEAR

REFLECT CND GUIDANCE (TPFG)

* DETAILED DISCUSSION IN NAVMATINST 3910.20A

would significantly enhance the existing program. The former
are considered part of the technology base and are generally
priority projectb for funding. The latter are technology

-. options which are less important to the overall program
success and, consequently, have a lower priority.

The PEM reviews each claimant's CPP submission to ensure
that the TPPG has been adhered to, that overall program and

projects are structured to meet the prescribed objectiveo,
., :that redundancy among claimants is reconciled and that each

meets a defined Navy need. It is at this point that the PEM
also draws on information relative to other services'
programs and prior CBW research as an input to the review.
These other information sources are particularly important in
evaluatiug the technology options. '*

"In the CPP process the technology base programs are
usually designated for funding, while the technology options
receive speci.l evaluation to determine funding. Often "new

startu", the technology options for &,I'- exploratory
development programs are considered together. First, each
technology option is reviewed and prioritized within those
submitted for the CBW program. The PEH then submits the CBW
options to an ONT Functional Area Review Team. This team
reviews all technology options submitted by the respective

"2 '__ Y'. .:.
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PENs, rank ordering all of them.

The result of the technology option review is a
prioritized list of opproved options for inclusion in
subsequent PON submissions. Claimants are informed of the
approved options and instructed to include them at specific
funding levels in budget year submissions. Disapproved
options ...----- those -below "the--line' -for- funding- -- are held
pending changes in the budget that might permit allocation of
monies to them.

The next step in the process is the issuance of the

TPFG, which provides guidance for the claimants to develop
their respective Sub-Project Plans (SPP) and Special Focus .
Prograw (SFP). In conjunction with direction from ONT (PE14),

direction based on review and comment of the CPP and
technology option decisions, the claimant draws on the TPFG
to refine the CPP in preparation of the budget year program.
The previously approved technology options are incorporated
into the SPP as funded special focus programs.

The CBW VEN has responsibility for the review of the
SPP/SFP submissions of each claimant. As in the CPP review,
the PEM evaluates the submiss ion in terms of programn

*1 objectives, adequacy of documentation for tasking, milestones
and funding, compatibility with other programs,
identification and definition of supportable Navy needs, and
redundancy with oter programs. Based on this review, the
PEN forwards the individual SPP/SFP to the Deputy Chief of
Naval Materiel for Technology for approval.

When approved, the SPP and the included SFP become the
budget year CBW defense exploratory development program for
each claimant. In aggregate, the approved SPPs of all the

7 c I aclaimants become the 6.2 program for CBW defense. Whil I
subsequent budget changes rty alter the funding level of fll
or selected programs, the PEM will primarily rely on
information used in the CPP and SPP process, factoring in new
iiiforrnat ion that might be relevant , to r e c ome nd these
subsequent adjustments.

In summa8ry, the PEN's review of claimant CPP and SPP
submissions for the explorafory development CBW defense
program focuses on the ite-io shown in Table 5. These
questions comprise the essential elements of the review
framework used by the PEN for evaluation and recommendatio ui
to the Deputy Chief of Naval Materiel for Technology.
However, overall the process is lens formal than this

-: discussion portrays.

A

12
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TABLE 5. MAJOR PEM REVIEW POINTS

' DOES THE FORMAT AND CONTENTCONFORM TO 'ileE

NAVMAT INST 3910.20A?

* DO THE PROGRAMS CONFORM TO THE CND GUID-

ANCE?

- ARE THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES CLEARLY STATED?

* DO THE TASKS SUPPORT THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES?

* ARE THE MILESTONES ATTAINABLE?

* DOES THE SPP PROGRAM REFLECT THE APPROVED
PREVIOUS YEAR CPP?

. DOES THE WORK DEFINED IN THE TASKS DESCRIPTION
SUPPORT 6.2 TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT?

- IN THE CASE OF A JOINT SERVICE AGREEMENT, ARE

THE TASKS SUPPORTING NAVY "UNIQUE" OBJECTIVES?

- DO ANY OF THE PROGRAMS APPEAR TO BE DUPLICA-

TION OF EFi ORT BEING PERFOMED BY OTHER SERVICES

OR NATO?

* 13
- -.-.----:
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Exchai ges of information between the PEM and claimants
are on-going, usually through telephone calls and face-to-
face meeting. Informal in nature, discussions with claimants
prior to submission, during the review process, and at other

1 times resolve the majority of the issues that arise in
conjunction with individual projects. Appreciation of this
informal mechanisin is an important factor in understanding
the role of the PENl and the administration of the CBW defense
program.

"C. PROJECT REVIEW RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PEN

The PE14 has the responsibility of reviewing and
monitoring on-going CBW defense exploratory development
projects. Tit this role the PEN provides written reports to
the Deputy Chief of Naval Materiel for Technology in which an
assessment of the project is made. The focus of these
reviews is on the stated technical objectives of the

individual projects and the actual technical results
achieved. While overall schedule, milestones, and funding
are of interest, the primary concern is the technical
contribution of the project to the technology base cand the
meeting of specifically defined Navy requirements.

Another critical element in the project review and
monitoring process is the identification of the transition
point from exploratory development (6.2) to advanced
development (6.3) for each project. Each review includes a
discussion of the transition question. Three alternatives
are considered for each project:

"71
1() Transition to advanced development

(2) Contiiiue in exploratory development .1

(3) Discontinue

Shown in Table 6 below, the considerations in assessing the -1

6.2 programs focus on establishing the technical progress
necessary to permit transition to 6.3 and the probability
that the technology will be able to meet defined Navy
requirements in a timely manner.

Transition is the critical factor in project reviews.
Given the uncertainty inherent in many of the technologies
explored in the 6.2 program, the PEI and project manager

often agree to a point at which progress will permit initial

14 A4
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TABLE 6. TRANSITION REVIEW CONSIDERATIONS

O CURRENT AND PROJECTED NAVY NEEDS
- REQUIRED OPERATIONAL DATE AND THE PROBABILITY

OF SUCCESSFULLY MEETING THAT DATE WITH THE
TECHNOLOGY

" TECHNICAL RESULTS TO DATE VS. MILESTONES
o RISKS ACCOMPANYING THE TECHNOLOGY

* OTHER PROGRAMS THAT MIGHT SUPPORT THE TECHNOLOGY

(NAVY AND OTHER MILITARY SERVICES)
o PROGRAMMED TRANSITION DATE AND RISK AND

UNCERTAINTIES THAT MIGHT IMPACT

.2A

iI

w * .deteiripation of a realistic transition date. The objectives
of transition decision milestone are to provide a standard

against which progress can be measured and a point at which
the project should be reevaluated for transition or
discontinuance.

Determination of 6.2 project transition in advance is
significant for the PPBS process for both the 6.2 and 6.3
managers. The 6.3 manger can plan for and allocate funds,
permitting projects to continue without interruption. The
6.2 manager can plan to phase out the projet, freeing
resources for other projects.

- Similarly, the 6.2 PEN for the CBW defense program
coordinates with the 6.1 element manager to ascertain planned

transitions from basic research to exploratory development.

- This provides a basis for POM submissions, ensuring that 6.2
funds are available as projects are ready to transition into
the exploratory development phase.

4
D. INTER-SERVICE EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

COORDINATION

* .The U.S. Army has been assigned as the proponent (lead)

Sagency for the chemical and biological warfare defense

15
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program. As the lead agency, the Army is a primary source of
"information concerning exploratory development activities
that might contribute to meeting the Navy needs.
Coordinat ion with the Army, in particular the Cheaical
Systems Laboratory and Natick Laboratories, where rost
exploratory development is accomplished, by the CBW defense

4 program PEN is important for--two primary reasons-. ... ....... --

"First, the charter of the lead agency requires that the
needs of the other services be addressed, as appropriate, in
the context of both planned and existing programs. Knowledge
of the planned programs will permit the PEN to request
consideration and inclusion of Navy requirements by the Army
organization involved or generate a Yequirement for a joint
effort. For work in-progress the PEM will be able to
ascertain any projects that might have relevance to Navy

needs and provide a basis for assessing potential duplication
among planned Navy projects.

Second, an appreciation for the Army program will

provide indications of research gaps relative to Navy needs.
The Army is not responsible for supporting tLle unique needs
of the other services. For these needs, each service must
initiate their own indtpendent progrt'. Within the Navy the

principal unique requirements focus on:

* Salt water environment

. Navy equipment

* Fire resistance (shipboard)

- Exposure to petroleum vapors (carrier
operations in particular)

Coordination with the Air Force is not as significant as

close Army liaison because of the nature of the Air Force's
_ ]•program -- structured to respond to Air Force unique needs.

However, similarities in some environments, including

aircraft operations, may create needs common to both
services.

E. OTHER ROLES OF THE PE14

The CBW defense programs PEM also has a number of other

functions that necessitate the development of specific

information or serve as sources of information. most

importantly, the PEN must prepare documentation and briefings
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in support of the program. The PEM develops reconmetindations

to accompany the CPP and SPP submissions for approval by the
Chief of Naval Technology. Related to the CPP, the PERA'
documents all project revieve for the Deputy Chief of Naval
IlatericI for Technology. Additionally, the PEM is
responsible for preparation of the Program Element

Descriptions for presentation to Congress.

The PEM also develops and presents formal-and inforpal
briefings on the CBW defense program as well as takes part on
a number of boards and committees associated with CB warfare.
Participation in these latter activities often serves as a
source of information in addition to the presentation of the
SCDW defense program. Activities with allies, especially
Great Britain, West Germany, and Canada, either through NATO,
the CW Tri-partite council, or bilateral arrangements,
provides access to other programs that might contribute to
the Vavy's exploratory development effort.

Two other activities of the PEH warrant mention -- the
interface with Fleet CINC's and participation in academic,
scientific, industrial, and U.S. Govern vitt forums. Fleet
CINC's provide the PEF, with inforvat ion, derived from
exercises and equipment perfornarice, that highlight problem

M areas and indicate technology needs. This information is a
critical element, when it is present, in shaping the
technology base progran since it represents the most direct
identification of flavy needs. Attendance at various forums
provides. access to a broad t.pectrum of teclvTic,,l information
that might contribute ideas and new technology to the Navy
CBW program.

F. SUMMARY OF PEM ROLE IN NAVY 6.2 CM) DEFENSE PiROGRAMS

The Navy Exploratory Development CBW Defense Programs
PEM is ecsentially a technology base executive vnnager. As
the CBW defens- prograws representative of the Deputy Chief
of 1Maval Materiel for Technology, the PE1 must combine
technical knowledge o f CBX4 defense programns with tile
Amanagerial skills necessary to organize, control, and monitor
a diverse set of exploratory developIent progras supporting

. a variety of claimants. While not involved in the ectual
-anagement of projects, the PEM must develop ad maintain a

sufficient gxasp of technical results, progress, and costs to
veet the PEI's responsibilities to the Deputy Chief of Vaval
Enterici for Technology.

In addition to monitoring on-going projects, the P EM

17
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must structure the overall Navy exploratory development CBW
defense program to meet Navy needs. Within the context of
the PPIBS, the PEN must be able to determine future program
"content in relation to policy and fiscal guidance, identified
IVavy needs, programs of other services, and the technology
base that is presently available.

A critical linkage between on-going projects and those
for the budget , plan and out-years -is the transition of
projects from basic research to exploratory development and

from exploratory development to advanced development. The
management and oversight of the process associated with
monitoring technical results and arriving at transition 4
decisions is a key element of the PEl's role. -

A final primary function of the PEN is coordination with A
the other services and allies on programmatic issues. Given
the ever present fiscal constraints and the goal of -i

maxivizing the resources allocated to the CBW defense
program, the PEM must develop and rainatin a working
knowledge of these programs in order to avoid duplication by
the Navy. -4

Information to support the PEM is a significant factor
in the planning and execution of the exploratory developentat
CBIW defense program. The next chapter addresses in specific

terms the information required by PEN, the sources of that
inforwation and the shortfalls.
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CHAPTER Ill

PEH INFORNATION REýUlREIBNTITS

A. APPROACH TO IDENTIFICATION OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

The approach taken to identify and -define -the
information requirements of the exploratory development CBW
defense programs PEM has focused on the roles of that manager
and specific information needed to support them. Built on
the assessment of the PEN's roles presented in the previous
chapter, an analysis of information and its flow was A
conducted. For each PEN function the information inputs and -
outputs were ascertained and the processes associated with
them at the PEN position determined. The crucial point
exawined in each case was the ability of inputs to fully 1.
support the individual process and the required outputs. A

A second key consideration in the approach was the
de-termination of information requirements that are not
"currently being met. This particular element in the analysis

I.. •relied heavily on the insights derived from working with the
PEN in the accomplishilent of primary and secondary functions.
Over the course of the contract the projcct team ltrticip-ted
in:

, CPP review and evaluation

. SPP reviev and evaluation

* Project review and report preparation

* Preparation of Program Element Descriptions 4

* Response to CINC Fleet issues

0 Coordination with other services

0 Conferences with other services

"" Informal coordination uvith claimants A

0 Preparation of NATO working paper

7.
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0 Preparation and presentation of 6,2 progrant
briefings to Navy senior staff and 6.1 and
6.3 element managers.

This participation enabled the project team to gain an
appreciation for not only informtation requirements, but
provided a perspect ive of the context within which the
information is generated and used. Equally as important, the
effort expended in learning the PEN's various functions has
brought to the analysis a thorough understanding of the
overall billet and the components of which it is comprised.

B. INFORMATION FLOW AND PEM'S NEEDS

I S§_.stem Overview

An overview of the current flow of information and
its relationship to the PEN's functions are outlined in
Figure 2. This schematic highlights the major function of
the PEN. -- involvement in the PPBS. Most significantly, the
PEM has a need to draw on a broad spectrum of inforitation to
support the CUP and SPP process. From these two major PPBS

* activities the PEM derives, in a large measure, the
information necessary to support other functions. Similarly,
the principal outputs of the PEL deal with CUW defense
progrars planning or the technical results of programs.
These outputs provide key information for the development of
other outputs.

2. IIIuPuts R! Led. y.By The PEN

Table 7 defines the full range of information
inputs required to support the CBW defense programs PEN.
These inputs are generated by a number of diverse sources and
are in most instances Pot formal documentation to the PEN.
Rather, the inputs often represent documentation in the form
of technical reports, program synopses, and other
memoranda/working papers/briefings that are of an inforrtal
nature.

a. Navy_ Needs Dafinition

The cornerstone of the exploratory development
CBW defense programs is the identification and delineation of
Navy needs. Since the entire program and each individual
project is based on the premise of a Navy need, these data
are the critical factor for accomplishing the PER's primary
functions,. Each project has as its justification a defined

20
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need. F qually as important for the PEN is the Navy unique
nature of these needs. If the need is not Navy unique, then
the PEM is obligated to task the U.S. Army, as the proponent
agency, to include that requirement in the overall Army CBW
p r o g r r,.

At this juncture there is not a formal Navy ¢
"CBW defense systems need document. There has not been any
process to identify and define Navy unique needs and have
these needs approved as requirewents for program planning and
execution. Presently, Navy needs are generated by three
primary sources;

(1) Fleet CINC's

(2) System Commands

(3) Navy Staff

Fleet CINCis either directly address ONT with CBW defense
system needs or submit them through the system commands.
These airE- docutimeitt v d ill messages . The system co mllans Il s
generate needs based on their analysis and ircorporate thetm
into the CPP as the basis for tLe exploratory development
requirerment.

The PEM must base his evaluation of needs on
the inputs of the CINC's, the systemt commands, and the Navy
staff. However , the absence of formal dicumentation and
prioritization of needs forces the PEN to make an independent
assessment relative to his understanding of the overall
program. In, addition, the lack of tore definitive ..v7
information forces the PEM to decide which needs are Eavy
unique and those that might be supported by the on-going Army
prograza . A

In summary, identification and definit ion of
Navy needs is inforva 1 and fragmented at th is time. Tie l'l]N :

*' rust rely on the inputs of the systerm commia nds and CIEC's, in
combination with his priority judgments, in arriving at a
general sense of Navy needs.

b. Previous N*avy 6.2 P es.earch

Previous Navy exploratory dev•lopi:et C11
defense programs provide the Navy PEM with a baseline of
historical data. These data are helpful in evaluating the
proposed progran-s from the st andpoint of el ininat ing
duplication, providing a base to build on, and, possible,

1 -JI
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determinring tile utility of the research based on previous
research. Critical to the PEIY are project technical results,
duration, and cost. Additionally, information oni prior
research is useful in assessing the transition potential for
particular programs.

As the program element ranager for the Navy's
CBW defense programs exploratory development efforts the PEN

7 has direct access to previous Navy research. Over the past
several years this research has been limited by the funding
constraints on the overall CBW defense program. However, in
spite of the limited nature of the research program, the
availability of information on these efforts is varied. In
general, formal documentation has been restricted to the
technical project reports themselves and the DD Form 1498,
which reports project activities. The reports have not been
collected and are not readily accessible by the PEM. The DD
Form 1498 are available, but the tecbhical information is not
adequate in terms of detail or breadth to be useful to the
PEN in his activities.

Another drawback to docuineitt ion is the
nature of the report. ing itself. Inconsistencies in

completing the DD Forn, 1498 and in technical reporting result
in difficulties ascertaining the duration and costs of

projects. One project tiay run for years with intermittent
technical reports. A compounding factor is the lack of
records for previous FPBS cycles, information that overall
would assist the PEM in constructing a program history.

Although information on previour Navy research
would be helpful in program planning and evaluation, the lack
of documentation prior to FY78 significantly reduces the
availability of a coherent data set. Without these data the
PENl risks program duplication or the extension of programs
beyond the point at which transition/discontinupnce decisions
should be made. However, the small size of the previous
overall CBE defenst, program (less than $750,000 per year)
minirizes these risks.

For this inforination requirement the PEl should

use existing matterial from the files, DD Form 1498, and

available technical reports. It is neither efficient nor
necessary for the PEw to hL~ve complete files on all research.
Nore importantly, the PEm should have information available

thoa is adequate to simply identify the need for further
information. In turn, this inforrmation could be obtained
from the primary sponsor. Emphasis should he placed on

current and projected progravs, as CBW defense program growth

27



will place an additional inanagement burden on the PEM. To
successfully manage this growth greater focus should be
placed on ncquirine and maintaining directly relevant
information that will contribute to meeting Navy needs as
well as program effectiveness.

c. On-Goinpg Navy 6.2 Reeach

A critical set of data for the PEM is that
related to the on-going Navy 6.2 defense program. With
planning, assetsment and management responsibility of the

program elements in the exploratory development program, the
PEM requires a range of readily available inforrm'ation on each
project. These data needs, outlined in Table 7, are

-4 "currently not completely met by submissions from the
claimants.

The niost import a nt data elcment s focus on the
project objective technical accomplishrients, funding by
fiscal year, and transition from 6.2 to 6.3. Funding by
fiscal year and the project objective are available from the
CPP and SPP submissions, as are other data needs, including:

(1 CBW~ Program Area

(2) Project Title and Number

(3) Navy Sponsor
I !•(4) Point of Costoct

(5) Research Conducted By (dependent on

planned resource)

(6) MiIestone s

The techni cal approach and accompi ishmente to
d date must be provided sub. aequent to project start
Presently, these ar e not available to the PF).M in a timely
manner, with technical results given at program reviews and k
on DD Form 1498. flilestones are part of the SPi submission,
but require refinerIent during the course of the project. A
formal approach to obtaining these data elements is required.

d. Other Services 6.2 Research (Previous and On-

Information on the 6.2 prograus for the Army
and Air Force are important inputs for the PEM from t1he

* 7 S--



standpoint of avoiding duplication and building on existing
research. The data on previous and on-going programs provide
the PEM with one basis for evaluating CPP and SPP submissions
and developing recommendations on program direction and
funding levels. The PEN will primarily use data on other
services' research to give indications of those programs for
which greater detail should be obtained in order to fully
define actual duplication or those instances where
integration of research is warranted. Additionally,
information relative to research in Army programs that
support Navy needs are necessary for planning and integrating
research.

The most significant data on other services'
programs are the project objective, technical results,
transition plans, and points of contact. The first data
elements will provide the capsule view of the programs
necessary to determine if further information is required to
support the planning and review process. It appears that
claimants and program managers often are not aware of other
services' programs. Thus, it is incumbent upon the PEN to
maintain an awareness of these programs.

Principal sources of information for this
data are Lhe various Army and Air Force organi zations
involved in the CBW defense exploratory development. In
particular, the U.S. Army Chemical Systems Laboratory and
Natick Laboratories and the U.S. Air Force Aerospace Division
are miajor sponsors of 6.2 research for their respective
services. Periodic liaison with these sources, on a
continuing basis, is necesary to ensure that information is
current relative to on-going research. Also, the PEN can
obtain information on planned programs at these exchanges,
allowing the identification of future efforte that might
contribute to or impact upon the N4avy's program. Direct
interface vith program managers is necessary to acquire
technical results in a timely fashion.

"e. -6.1 a.n d 6.3 a ns

The Navy 6.1 and 6.3 prograrls are of
interest to the PEM for transition purposes as described in
Chapter II. Currently, formal transition and technical
results documentation for these programs does not exist.
With respect to the 6.3 program, the CBW defense program has
not had any 6.3 funding. For the 6.1 program, the level of
funding and resultant research ovwer the past several years
has yielded a minimal number of programs for transition.

29
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A requirencut for technical results and
transition information is evident as the overall Navy CBW
defense program grows. While this information was less
critical when the 6.2 pro~ram was under $1 million, the
projected budget of over $3 million beginning in FY84, an
expanded 6.1 budget, and the introduction of significant 6.3

.- funds increases the importance of transition data. For the
. 6.3 program the PEH should interact with that program element

manager during the cycle to make 6.2 transition requirements
known, coordinate transition dates, and establish funding
levels,

With respect to the 6.1 program, the PEN
should coordinate with ONR to geuervte information needed for
claimant cri subm~issions. In this case, the PEN should serve
the 6.2 claimants by tracking 6.1 programs, ascertaining
transitions opportunities, and establishing necessary 6.1 -

6.2 program interfaces for transition planning. The
claimants should be responsible for -,ubsequent detailed 6.2
program plan•ing and developient of crr and SPP submission
data. The critical dat 0 elemeiitts for the PEN are the
transition date and the funding levels, with other data
necessary to support oveiall CBIU defense program exploratory
develupwent planning and evaluation.

f. Claimnants'. CPP andl Sri'

The. CPP and SPP subviissions are the primary
"inputs to the PEN in the planning and management of the CBW
de f nsv, l,pogr at.. These submissions provide all funding,
milestone, technical objective, accomplishment, and rationale
(identified Navy needs) data to support technology base and
technology option programs. As shown previously in Figure 2
(PEM Infort4ot.in Flov) and a-, discussed both in Chapter II
and in earlier sections of this chapter, the C0P and SPF
review procesb involve not only the CPP and SPP aubmi•ss ions
but a Iso a majority of the other data reqvrired by the PE I.V
In FY83 there are four claimants, with six claimants in FY84.

go Nay Policy ajnd Other Guidance

The privary sources of guidance for the
PEN ore the:

I (1) Technology Policy and Planning
Guidance (TPPC)
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(2) Technology Programming and Fiscal
Guidance (TPFG)

(3) Mevioraudn from the Chief of Naval
Deve lopmient

(4) e1emoriauda from the Chief of
lFaval Nateriel/Deputy Chief of

Naval Nateriel

(5) Internal Meemoranda

The TPPG and TPFG have been previously discussed in dotvl, .
As the guidance documentis for the CPP and SPP, respectively,
these are formal inputs to the PEN and claimants.

Memoranda provide both tle general ond
specific guidance to the PEM. For the most part, these are
periodic and in aggregate address a wide range of subjects.
Since these cover such a broad spectrum of topicsA
inforiiation re.quirements per ae cannot be detai led. These
becoiicr inputs to specific segments of t1e ifaormat ion f low
and individual processea.

Tncluded in these are memoranda on approved

technology options. Originating with the functional rcvicii
teans, the approved techntology optio1rs lIj st becorics on input
to the subsequent SVP and is incorporated into the ap proved
CPP. For the PEH this list becomes gituidance on the Special
Focus Programs that are to be part of the overall CBW defense
progrants SPP. The PEM uses the list to ensure claimants have
included only approved SFl's in their respective subri ssions.

h. Progt~pts ind their . anoge-tmnt ie )op t s

The PEN receives a number of 6.2 CIMJ defunae
proranms and otl-er rionsger.'nt reports on the overall
exploratory devclolprc',t piogrnit. Tl,,se report.- support the
,linminpa and execution of the CBW Idefense progr.av u s well as

A keep the PEU inforred of the technology base and technology
Soption projects across the twent y-two program element

technology areas. The most direct application for thbe;e
management reports is in the review of current CBW defense
programs. Basic inforrtiation, such as fiscal expenditure-; ,nd
milestones, are provided to the PEN to assist iv prograt;
management.

: 32
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A wide range of CBW defense related

information comes to the PEM from a variety of sources. Some

of these are for information purposes, including general

admini.trative topics, correspondence, technical reports,

Tri-Service Steering Committee and Ad Hoc Committee data,

proceedings from meeting and symposia, and NATO Naval

Subpanel material. Other inputs necessitate development and

submission of a response.

For example, requests from Fleet CINC's for

assistance or advise on CBW defense related issues require

the PEM to draft and submit, through the Deputy Chief of

Naval Materiel for Technology, an appropriate reply. Or,

requests for briefings or submission of docuutentation to

support the 6.2 CBW defense program, such as the Program

Element Description for Congress, must be responsed to with

some written documentation or presentation material. In a

large measure the data for these are available from the CPP,

SPP, and program reviews as well as other primary inputs.

j. OutpuE .Rjeq'jired By 1he PEMI

The principal outputs of the PEE, in terms of

importance to the CBW defense program, are those associated

with the CPP and SPP recommendations to the Deputy Chief of

Naval Materiel for Technology. Shown in Figure 2, repeated

on the next page, most data inputs to the PUM support the

review and recommendations for CPP and SPP submissions.

Similarly, the riajority cf the outputs from the PEM are

directly related to the CPP and SPP, either in terms of

approved initial programs or subsequent fiscal direction,

briefings on the 6.2 (BW defense program for itiforwational or

decisions purposes, and program reports, such as the rogram.

prograw for informational or decision purposes, and program

reports, such as the Program Element Descriptions.

With respect to briefings, the PEM frequently

presents the CBW defense program to:

A :(1) ) Senior Naval staff,

(2) Other Naval staff,

;4'(3) 6.1 and 6.3 Navy CBW defense program
.1 managers,

(4) Other services and joint-service committees,

33
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(5) Naval Commands and Fleet staff s

(6) Naval laboratories and research centers,
and

(7) Other interested parties, such as
industrial ond academic forums.

Another significant output is the
documentation of program reviews with the associated
transition decisions from 6.2 to 6.3. As mentioned
previously, the PEM is the CBW defense program mnanager for
the Deputy Chief of Naval Materiel for Technology. Beyond
planning, the PEM is responsible for program oversight,
particularly with respect to technical results in relation to
the investment and progress in technology development. To be
held annuaally, the program review focuses on providing

* sufficient information to enable the PEN to report to the
Deputy Chief of Nlival Materiel for Technology.

The program review report is oriented toward
docurnentation of technical achievements and progress. Other
key elements in the report are tle fiscal profile, transition
plans, the PEM's assessment of the program relative to Navy

needs, the project objective and milestone accomplibihmepts.

Transition decisionn, roa(le in coordination

with the 6.2 project manater, the sponsor, and the 6.3
programr manager, result directly froim the program reviews or
through subsequent discussions. The PEN has the
responsibility for oversight of project progress, on
schedule, through exploratory development to advanced
development. The primary mechauism for accoinplishing this
function is the establishment of transition dates and
periodic reviews to monitor progress.

The PEM is responsible for a number of
miscellaneous outputs that are derived from the general
responsibility of 6.2 CBW defense program corporate
management. As the focal point for 6.? research, the PRIM is
tasked to develop papers and briefings on special topics for
A number of purposes. Illustratively, among the twenty
miscellaneous outputs in FY82, the PEM pres(:nted a paper to
the NATO Naval Subpanel; responded to a specific information
request from a Fleet CINC; and prepared a topical briefillg
for a Navy senior officer.

34
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C, SUMMARY OF PEN INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

Critical for the exploratory developmlent CbIW defensv
program PEM is that information which supports program
planning, control and monitoring responaibilitien. Five
general cot egories of informatinn are required by the PER---
Navy program guidance, claimant submissios (CrP and SPP),
previous and on-going CI.W defense 6.2 research, program
progress, and identified Navy needs. Across -these five
categories information availability varies.

Navy program gu id an es ard cI a imant submissions are
readily available to the PEN elements in the PPBS cycle.
While these two categories of informtaLlo provide the factual
basis for fiscal and project planning, neither offers the
data necessary to evaluate planned projects and make resource
allocation decisions. Accomplishm:ent of the PIENH priw vIy
Sresponsibilities require inforthttion from the other three
categories.

At this point there is not a formal mechanism, aside
from the infrequnt program, reviews, through which the PENM
can acquire inforwation oin Navy needs, research, and prograra
progress. Thus, a significant aspect of the PEN's approach
tv managing the 6.2 CB$V defense program and acquiring n e ded
data is the informal contacts with sources. These contact a,
a part of the PEN's day-to-day activities, provide the entre
to information not available in any formal sense.

A critical data slhortcoming is the lack of defined and
documented Navy needs. Although the PEN does collect this
informs' Lion iniform'a]ly and does i:,ake indepeudent eva lust iois,
the abs-c tce of it formal set of needs that is agreed to aid
approved directly impactr upot, the ability of the PEN to
ensure future Navy requviremuent s Art being adequately
addressed at the technolog' bitse level ,

Previous N avy resea:'ch results are fragmented. A
compilat ion of data to f ully mieCt the PEN's in format ion needs
Y eoIt tive to CPP and SPP evaluation asr well as resource
allocation recommendations is nut available. A preliminal)

list of projects and objective.l hls been developed during thIe
course of this effort. But the necessary data on techtical
results arud other project detail can only be developed hy
researching and examining each project. For current a1td
s bubsequent projects iou approach to daLa collection that will A
limeet the PEN's needs is offered in Chapter IV.

3';
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Research result a of the other services is even more T L
fragr.ented than that of the Navy. Records of previoJs
research are located only with the activity responsible for

the project. There are at least six major organizations and
over fifteen project oriented divisions within them
responsible for exploratory development CBW defense programs.
No formal mechanism, aside Iruin the untimely DD Form 1498, is
in operation to distribute research data. Neither are there
any central repositories of research projects-from which d-ats
might be sought. tHence, the PEM must rely on liaison and
informal contacts to develop even limited data for the other
services.

Resource limitat ions of the PEM and the difficulty

associated with research data collection directly impact upon
the PEM's ability to develop material on all previous
research and on-going programs within the Army, Air Force and l.
NATO. Although the data is not currently accessible by the
PEM, these reqt.irementb have been structured for inclusion in
the PEN management iJ.formati ;n system.

SMost. important]Iy for the PEN are identification of
Sresearch and maititevance of the basic data defined au nees

Sin Table 7. The same resource constraint that inhibits data
collection, limit s the PEW's ability to review and extract
information from research progress and Lechn iiccI reports. .
Thus, the crux of a xe)ponsive nmanagemetit information system
f for the PEM is the ability to initially identify poteittially
relevant research. Based oui this initial identification, the

J PEM can thiei r eek out further ilforl'til t i on to support
assessments and program managemeut . The management
inforait ion syst.eim presented in Chapter IV provides the
necessary data and flexibility to implement this approach.

. .. i-i~
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CO1U'ORATIW.T

CHAPTER IV

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR THE PEM

A. INTRODUCT-ION

Based on the information requirements and the
availability of information identified in Chapter III, a
management information system for the exploratory development

"- " CBW defense program PEM has been designed and developed. A
second significant basis for the system design was the actual
day-to-day furctioning of the PEN. From this detailed review-

of the PEN's activities insights were deri.ved that directly
contributed to making the system workable. Emphasis in the

system design focused on providing a structure the PEM could
implement and maintvin within the -resource constraints of
that position. At the same time, the structure is flexible
enough to meet the anticipated expansion of the program in
FY84 and allows for either manual or automated

ivp I ementa t ion.

B STRUCT URIh OF THE SYSTEM

The approach to system design eriphusized the major ele-

ment of the PEM's information needs--data on research
projects. Given the limited availability of previous

-: research results and the constrained resources of the PEN,
the design gave priority to fully meeting current and future
"research project data needs . This approach to design
provides a structure that enables the PEN to readily expand

the system as the CEW defense program grows from an
., - established baseline.

An initial element. ii, system design was the structuring

of the files. Identification of files wns accomplished with

the definition of four major sets:

(1) CHR Defense Technology Reference File

(2) Biomedical Technology Reference File*

(3) PPBS File

(4) General Administration File

*The CBR PEL, also serves as the Biomedical PEN

37
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COR'PORAT~ou

I. CBR Defense TechnoloF,_y Refgrence File

"I ýJ The CBR Defense Technology File contains
"information on all research that is of interest to the PEM,
ir:cluding Navy projects, other services research, NATO, and
directly related reference material. This single file, the
largest in the CBR portion of the system, represents the
basic data base of 6.2 research for the PEM. The file is
first organized by service -- Navy, Army, Air Force, and
NATO. Within these service categories the research projects
are classified by CBW defense program areas: 7

0 Collective Protection (includes all filtra-
tion projects)

* Decontamination

0 Detection and Warning

* Individual Protection A

• Medical

Under each CBW defense program area the files are .
organized by on-going and previous research by project title.
Within the individual project files there is a primary data
sheet (described below) and other documentation associated
with that particular project. The primary data sheet and
specific project file content for Navy 6.2 research is

- -tdifferent thart that of other services/NATO research.

a. N_ gW e _S_ P t je ile .

The Navy CBW Defense Project Summary is the
principal source of date on projects for the PEN. This sheet
contains v capsule summary of project in! ormation required by
the PEN in accomplishing his position functions relative to
program planning, control, and monitoring. Shown in Figure
3, the first six sections of the project summary are self
explanatory.

The objective section should briefly state
what the exploratory development effort is to accomplish. It
also should relate the application of the work to a specific
Navy need. The technical approach identifies the technology
that will be employed to achieve the objective. It should
alto be stated how the technology is envisiored to impact the 4f
1Navy need. The accomplishment Rection reflects the major

findings of the R6D and how they inipact the achievement of

38
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DE FENSE AREA:

PROJECT TITLE:

PROJECT NUMBER:

MAJOR CLAIMANT:

NAVY SPONSOR POINT OF CONTACT:

RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY:

PROJECT OBJECTIVE:

- .-*

TECHNICAL APPROACII:

A CCOM P LISI I M ENTS:

.- •.-.--. .•..
A

I j?

FIGURE 3. NAVY CBW DEFENSE PROJECT SUMMARY

j
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FUNDING BY FY: 83 84 85 86 87
6.2 $ (O00's)

MAJOR MANAGEMENT MILESTONES:

MAJOR TECHNICAL MII.ESrONES:

DISPOSrTION: -i

REMARKS:

INFORMATION DATE:

iI
FIGURE 3. NAVY CBW DEFENSE PROJECT SUMMARY Cont'd.
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the stated goal. The accompli shments of the current fiscal
yevi should relate to the planned technical milestones for

that year.

The funding section can be expanded beyond

five years for previous work that is on-going and va i y
continue beyond the POH cycle. Two milestone schedule

- descriptions are provided for in the summary, management and
technical. The purpose of these are to provide the PEN the
opportunity to review the technical milestones proposed by
the laboratory and determine and schedule the management
emphasis that will best support the project. There is a
requirement to have at least one management milestone. This
decision point should be scheduled when the technology has
progressed to a point where its application is readily
apparent. At this point a decision should be reached by 6.2
claimant manager, the acquisition wanager and PEN as to the

future direction of the project.

Disposition is used to indicate any

transition, discontinuance or continuance in 6.2 decisions as
well as accompanyinig notes on any future decisions thatL
affect transition. The reynarks section is provided for
r stating sip[tgificant problemns, funding shortfalls and other
informat ioi rela t ing to the accorapl jshh e,,t of the stated
objective. Finally, the information date provides a space of
annotating the last time data vi a s reviewed or changed.

In addition to the project summary, the Navy

section of the defense technology file contains program
reviews and other project specific documentation, including
memoranda and correspondence. Projects should be maintained
in the octive portion of the file until the end of the fiscal
year in which they were actually completed.

b. Other Services CBW Defenre Project File

SOther services, including IiATO, on-going and
d refense research is organizad first by service and then by

-4i defense pprogram area. Previous and on-going projects are
integrated within defense program area, filed by fiscal year.
The Other Services CBW Defense Project Summary, Figure 4, has
been designed for use by the PEN as the primary resource tool
for initivlly researching other services' projects. Also
incorporated into this file are other docnmentat ion to
support individual projects. Service summaries should be
filed at the beginning of each service's section.

I
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CORPORArlior

DEFENSE AREA:

PROJECT TITLE:

SERVICE & SERVICE SPONSOR:

POINT OF CONTACT:

RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY:

PROJECT OBJECTIVE:

TECHNICAL APPROACH:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

FUNDING BY FY: 80 81 82 83 84

6.2 $ (UOO's)

MAJOR TEChINICAL MILESTONES:

DISPOSrIION:

REMARKS:

INFORMATION DATE:

FIGURE 4. OTHER SERVICES CBW DEFENSE

PROJECT SUMMARY
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CORPOATION

The project suimnary for other services is less
detailed than that of the Navy projects. Decreased detail on
technical approach and accomplishments is seen; no management'�Vmilestones are required; and disposition will simply reflect
whether the program was transitioned to 6.3 or discontinued.
One major point is to be included in remarks, identification

of any relationship of the project to a Navy need. This
remark should include a comment concerning the source of the
identified need, such as Navy tasking to Army, joint project

(indicate Navy funds), or planned integration to a particular
Navy program.

c. Navb 6.1 CBW Defense Research Project File

The CBR Defense Technology Reference File
contains a section for Navy 6.1 CBW defense research. This
portion of the file will contain infornatcii related to
programs that are to transition to 6.2 during the POM cycle.
The purpose of the file is to provide a positive means of
tracking 6.1 Navy reseorch that will impact on 6.2 prograra
planning. In addition, the data on each project will give
the PEN a summary of technology and techiical aspects.

Similar to the other file eleCen t1s, this
segment is organized by defense areas. Within defense areas
the files are organized first by planned transition fiscal
year and then by project file.

The Navy 6.1 Research Project Sumr-ary, Figure
5, has the saree bssir initial inforrmation as the other
summaries, but is not as extensive. The critical items are
the transition date, Navy need and required funding, which
give the PEM essential data for planning. Remarks should
include any technology related comments that might be helpful
in technology base or technology option evaluations a rd
linking the 6.2 project to on-going or previous research.

d. is c e11aneop s CBW De fense ProraRfene

Inf orvat ion

I. A final section in this file is for
miscellaoeous CBVI defense program reference information.
Included in this portion of the file are technical rvferences
that are not project specific, bibliographies, and other

-. technical inforriation related to CBW defense. Organized by
defense area and incorporating a general reference category,
the miscellaneous file provides a means of cataloging the

numerous pieces of technical information that the PEK
accumi l ates.
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"DEFENSE AREA:
-- I

PROJECT TITLE:

PROJECT NUMBER:

NAVY SPONSOR:

POINT OF CONTACT:

RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY:

PROJECT OBJECTIVE:

ACCOMP1JSIIMENTS TO DATE:

TRANSrITON DATE:

NAVY NEED:

REQUIRED 6.2 FUNDING BY FY: 83 84 85 86 87

REMARKS:

-A

"FIGURE 5. NAVY 6.1 RESEARCH PROJECT SUMMARY
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2. PPlannia Pr.ograsmi. and !Budggt, Systm File

The PPBS file includes all material related to the
PPBS cycle. Included in this file is all policy and
guidance, claimant submissio n, PEM evallations and
recommendations, technology base and option decisions, and

other decision memoranda relative to the cycle. The file is
organized by specific typt- of material by fiscal year. For
example, the CPP for FYg4 and out years is an individual
file. Decision memoranda and other material directly related
to a particular major individual file, such as a FY CPP, are
filed with that priTmary documentation.

Principal files include:

(1) Technology Policy and Planning idance

(2) Technolo4y Programming and Fiscal Guidance

(3) CPP submissions

(4) SPP submissions

(5) PONt
J

S(6) Program Element Descriptions

These files have been structured for a manual

system. The nature of the materiAl and its volume does not
lend itself to automatioll, particularly in view of its
limited use versus the resources that vould be necessary to
input, update, and maintain an automated data system.

3. Cener._l Ad.inistrntion Fle

The General Admiin istrat ion FiIf contains
correspondence, meroranda, briefings, committee notes,
program manc.gevment rjortt., and other material of a general
nature. This file is organized by topic ursing standard
functional file system codes, as do the other files in the
system. Illustratively, there is a file for the Joiit-

"Service CBW Steerinpg Committee and one for the NATO Naval
Subpariel. 11iiefings and other presentations are filed in a
single tection sequentiv'ly by date and title.

4. B___omedca Technology P eferenuce File

While the project uns restricted to the CBVI defense

4 ¶I
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program, it should be noted that n brief review of thc larger
biomedical program indicated that the same system could be
implemented. In fact, many of the program management and
PPBS documents include both CBR and biomedical material. The
VPlE should consider extending the file system to the
biomedical program area.

C. IMPLEMENITATON

During the course of the project the file structure
necessary to support the PEM CBW defense programs information
system was established in that office. Organized as a manual
system, the CBW defense technology file has been designed and
the project summaries developed for automation.
Implementation of a data base system on a Pticrocomputer to
support the PEM would provide the mechanism for automation of
the project summaries. Once the summaries are automated, the
PEN would have greatly expanded flexibility, with less
required resources, to conduct searches, project
correlations, funding profiles and other program management
related activities to support recommendations and decisions.
As mentioned earlier, the other CBW defense program files and
intended to remain in a manual format.

Two other implementation points warrant mention. First,
the files for prot;ram elements have been color coded, red for
CBR Defense Technology and blue for Biomedical Technology.
Second, a "Follow-Up Action" File has been established for
each file, providing a suspense file mechanism.

The project summaries for the FY83 Navy 6.2 CBW defense
program, incorporated into Chapter V of the report, have been
prepared. Neither time nor resources permitted the
completion of project summaries for the other projects in the
file system, but the research results provided in Chapter V
offer a baseline for the PEM to implement that part of the
system in the future.

1
.1
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CIHAPTER V

"CBW DEFENSE RESEARCH

A. APPROACH TO CBV DEFENSE RESEARCH

- The initial scope of the CBW defense research

encompassed determination of the data needs, identified and
defined as PEM information requirements, for previous and on-
going 6.2 CBW defense programs in all three services.
Emphasis in the research was to be on Navy programs, with an
orientation toward current and planned research. Based on
the findings and recommendations relative to PEN informat ion
needs, a final research data element structure would be
developed.

Two factors became apparent in the earliest phase of the
project. First, tie broad range of PEN activities
necessitated a much more structured and extensive analysis to
determine information reqtuirements than originally
envisioned. Second, the availability of research progran:
information, even within the Navy, is limited. Data
availability problems are caused by the fragmented nature of
the research acrosis numerous sponsors and investigating
organizations as well as the absence of any central reporti&g
syste.-s within the services.

The impact of these upon the review of research programs

was to limit the scope to providing a baseline with minimal
inforwation. Application of this approach provides the PEM
with an initial program data base upon vhich further
informatiov con be built. It was felt that capturing the

breadth of research projects was more important than
expending resources to develop detailed information on a a
project for project basis. Given the fragmented nature of

research reporting, each project vould have to be researched
simply to determine availability of any project information.
The research detailed in the following sections reflects this
approach.

B. CURRENT NAVY RESEARCH

4 The research program information for FY83 Navy CBW
defense program exp'2ratory development reflects the project

emphasis on current Navy programs. For on-going and

projected FY84 projects data needs as outlined as PEN
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inforvinati-or. 1. equireesii ,ts have been developed. Peporting of
these data has been accomplished using the Navy CBV defense
project summary. Identified as Table 8, these individual
project summaries are directly convertible to the PEH
manrgetient information sy stem that was established.

C. PREVIOUS NIAVY 6.2 CB11 DEFENSE PROGRAMS

For previous Davy 6.2 CBW defense programvs data on cost

and tecbnical objectives has been developed for projects frort
FY79 through FY82. (See Table 9) Since these projects have
either been comipletedlterminated or conLinue into FY83

researclh on data was limited to those areas. For those
brought forward, the FY63 project summaries contain technical
results and associated information.

Research cli these previous Navy projects illustrated the
problems in acquiring the data needs defined for the PEM. It
Vas conclusively demonstrated that no single source offers
the range of data required by PEN. R11ther, the project
sponsor has certain fiscal, admiiist at.ivv,, and management
information while techn ical staff must provide data on
i accon] pli shments and technical results. The greatest degree
of difficulty arises when it is neceasary to reconcile
informritiou provided by management voka t(technical staff.

From this research e.per ict nce the importance of
e-stablishing a formal set of data needs and a system to
obtain them for cnrreut projects is clear . A primary
conclusion dra•n from all the research on previous programs
in this effort is that informat ion must be captured as each
project is initiated and as it progresses. Attempts to
acquire data after the fact is both difficult and costly.

D. ON-GOIN1G AND PPEVIOUS OTHER SEI'1VICES 6.2 CBU DEFENSE
PROGRAMS

'For on-going and Ireviuus other services 6.2 CBW defense
programs emphasis was placed on identification of thfe
I) ro jojectc and objectives. *The difficulties iii data elevent
availability described previously were even more acute inl

dealing witli the other services. Thus, research was limited
to projects and objectives, providing the PEM with a basis .
for determining those projects that are relevait to Navy
needs and projects. From this basis, in conjunction with I
exist iPg inter-service coordinatior, the PEN can develo1
and objectives for other servicus research program~s.
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I TABLE 8. ON-GOING AND

PLANNED NAVY 6.2 RESEARCH
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A• CORUPORATZON •

DEFENSE AREA: individual Protectionj

]II0.1'I'T TI'ITI.,: Improved Ma.•k Filter and Communicator

PR•OJECI'XT NUMIHI'|:

MAJOR CLAIMANT: Naval Sea Systems Command

NAVY SPONSOR1 POINT OF CONTACT: Mr. John Guarino

]SE'ARCII CONDUCTiDI BY:

PRO ,EC', O} C.I nVE:: Develop advanced filter and communication concepts

for improvement of CPR protective mask deficiencies.

TE(I]I' C1CAL AP1ItOACI1:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Preceding Page Blank

..• .....



" :! ~CORPORAI'IoU

1A FU ND1)1, I~y FY: 83 154 8.)8 137 -

-. ?. $ (Dm',s) 150 300 200 150

! _ .. ... IMAJORt .......... .... . ... .. ANAGEMI'•INT PII,&'STONES: F 8 e trt---

MAJO MANGLM.N'fM~dTC)N~S:FY84 New start

MAJOR T'ICINII"AL, i1IIIS'ONS:

Ii.

S-; ~~DISPOISITIION : :

<11

JNFORVIA'ON I)ATiE: 10/31/82
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S]WWI:}' AE:A:. Detection

]O•CT °l'Il'r-: Agent Trapping Coatings for Detectors

P]~~ t 0 J 1: (- N -U JA1I III t:jI

M•1AJOR CLAIMAUT': Naval Sea Systems Command

NAVY SP'ONSORl POIN'T' OF CONTACT:

SESI'ARCII CONDUCTED BY:

•. PIIOJI'()T O j,*'(:','|'Jh-' Develop and demonstrate feasibility of improved microchemical sensor coatings which entrap and respond to specific CW agents.

I

gA

V"T".•I.N.CAL AP.. .(OACII: Detcrmine applicability of silicones for agent
entrapt, ing.

53I
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(Co P~UORATIOrJ

1'11NI)Ii IIY IY: 81 85 I G 87

(. o o, (00(1's) 150 250 450 400

M A1O~ M NAVMN'I MLiKs~VON} .... FY84 new' start
I a

MAIOt MVA NAGE'MENT ,lv.ST., " FY,"

M\AJOR~ TECHINICAL,?TASFN3

~)1S1OlUh1 ON: DAE 0/18

A
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~Z~PO1ATI()V

DII'NISE AJhA. Detection

|P )JECJ 'ITL' : Laser-Based Instrumentation for the Detection of
Chemical Agents

PROJlCI'FT NUNI•IEl1:

MAJOR CI,AIMIAN'T: MCDEC

NAVY SPONSOR POINT_ OF CONTACT: Mr. J.R. McGillicuddy (Code D-090)

RESEARCII CONDUCTDI) BY: Los Almos National Laboratory

P (O'".T OBJE]CTIVE': Develop laser-based techniques for point detection,

remote detection and surfa:e contamination detection of chemical warfare agents

TE.C1hN4GAIC A'PIPOACII: Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) - From the

region of a laser-generated plasma monitor atomic emission lines arising fiom

the characteristic elements present in chemical agents.

"A- CCOAl PIASI IiMIJ.NTS: In FY82 it was determined that LIBS can be used directly
in air or on surfaces and levels of detection were established. A concept

for discriminating between simulant and agent was demonstrated. Hardware was

assembled for a field deployable unit.
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"CORPORA TION

FUNDING; 11Y FY: 84 8 87

6.2 $(9000,b) 90 55 2150 150 275

MAJOR rANAGEi'.I ,NT 1ILS'ONl';:

Transition to 6.,3 FY84

Program Review/Decision Date NOV FY84

MiA3OflTECHNICAL Md11ASTONES.:
Complete Agent Testing JAN FY83

Complete Fabrication of Improved
~ ~. Portable System (IPS) SEPT FY83

DISUOSTION:

RENI A MM(S:

--N---I'JO-N A'l--A 10/31/23

I'
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DEIEt4NSE AREA: Detection

IP)R)JECT iilJ',: Pie.oelectr..c Crystals (PZX) and Surface Acoustic Wave
(SAW) Detection Devices

: I)I:[),101 I".CT NUAIWIZt:I:'

MAJOR {LAIM;ANT: Naval Sea Systems Command

NAVY SPONSOR POINT O1 (ONTACT: tr. John Guarino

RESEARCH CONJ)lJC'T'jI') BY: Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA

PRO! C;' - JVTI:!"VE: To develop PZX and SAW tcchnology into systems that*

will detect phospi.onate esters.

"I"I1N.ICA.. A._IROACJ: Determine optimum crystal coating and demonj-

strate feasili]i ty of the techniquc for point detection.

ACC( -)•'IiI 1.-I .;:-jrfl.:. The point detection technique has been demonstrate6. q.
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c CORPORATION

FULIN 1ING BY Y: 10 85 87-

G.? $ (0001:) 110

M1AJOR rIANA(;GEM.Ell"NT Mi Ii'STONI,3: Transition Decision Review SEPT PY83

4

MAJOi. Tl_}.iAl 1  ."11 ONES: Design and build prototype portable point

detection system 8/83

Perform feasibility expci irments of point detection using outside simulant
and live agents. 9/83
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DEIFNSIE' AREA: Collective Protection

I-1)JI:'I' 'I'TI'I.]': Collective Protection System (CPS) Over Pressure
Reference

- •-- i:'1IZ 3-Ti~l:;i NUMBERI;i:

-\1AJC) (1,AIMAN:'; Naval. Sea Systems Command

NAVY SI'ONS(It POINT OF (;oNTA(GT: Mr. John Guarino

;S'ARCll ( ON I)UC'I'I) fY: Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA

jA I

11,. .OIE'. r_.o,_CTIVE: To provide external pressure reference design guide-

lines for shipboard collective protection systems.

TE'l.CIINICAL AIIPOA(:II: Llnployinq computer modeling techniques, construct

of air flow model of the superstructurc of an LHA class ship to predict pres-

sure reference points.

ACCOMIPLIISH]|i' A modest initial effort in FY82 has identified the loca-

tion of the external ptessure reference to be a critical design parameter due

to significant relative air velocity of moving shipsl modeling techniques were

established for Amphib/Transport-type configurations and optimum pressure

reference locations were predicted. These findings are being transitioned

for direct suppoit of initial CPS design on the LIIA-l class of amphibious

ships.iIi

?I
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DEF-4,%hE AREA: Collective Protection

I'l(Oj3]:T TITLE': Moisture Resistant Absorbants

P R{O,. 1i.'. N I.JM I I '11l:

MAJI_._ i._LAi._ANT: Naval Sea Systems Command

NAVY SPONSOR POINT OF COAVr'ACT: Mr. John Guarino

RESEARCH.COIN_\J.CI_.D) BY: Naval Research Laboratory

PROII'X'T OlUII3GTVI'.: To select and demonstrate feasibility of synthetic

absorbants that are insensitive to water vapor for application to collective/

individual protective system filtration.

'J,.X.l.I NICAI. APPLOACII: Examine and evaluate polymeric absoibants (amber-

sorbs) to determine static and dynamic absorption performance, surface

chemical properties, and suitability for CW agent removal in a high

humdity environment.

A CO ]](0 LlI|i%) 1: Wf'S: The relative performunce of a variety of absorbants

has been screened for the purpose of determing the relative performance

of the abýorba?,ts against organic vapors over a range of relative humidities.
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M\AJ1OR V.1ANACEME,' ~NT IA:rNi Progiram Review JAN FY83

M~AJOR~ TIECH NICAI.i~L 1:rN Conduct initial C11 Filtering evaluation

MIAR FY83
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~iCORPORATION"

I)I.•.14 l.-I&,AI.A, Collective Protection

P1RO LI'XI TITL E: Neutralizing Filters

P110.o1 LCT' NimllM )WI

MAJOR CLAIMANT: Naval Sea Systems Command

NAVY SI'ONSOR POINT OF CONTACT: 'Ir. John Guarino '

TR.SEARCGI CONIDUCTED) BY:
I

-PIOII".(_ OBJECTIVE.: To develop and demonstrate the feasibility of

a high capacity CW/BW filtration technique which neutralizes toxi agents,

provides minimum pressure dhop and superior particulate removal.
i• -J

*FUC1II'JICAL. AllR.OACI: The proposed filtration technique will be

based on hydrolytic principles which neutralizes toxic agents.

A

ACCOM ,I'1B3 1 ,1 ,-., 14 *-.J

I
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I})'HI: I.' A Ic.i.A: Collective Protection

PROM1'JC TIT',]E: Portable Electrostatic Collective Protection System (PECPS)
and Chemical Agent Electrostatic Filtration System (CAEFS)

MAiORt CLAIMANIT: MCDEC

NAVY SPONSOR POINT OF CON(rTACT: Mr. J.R. McGillicuddy (Code D-090)

1RESEARC1I CONDWCTI'A) BY: University of Arizona

PI'i•_Od'_OB'.JE(Y'Vl': Develop technology for collective protection against
CB hazards. Systems developed from this technology must be compatible with .

existing shelters, combat vehicles, be energy efficient, light-weight, inex-

pensive, of low power consumption, reliable, as maintenance free as possible, A

and most. important, be logistically supportable by the operating forces and

transportation available.

I'FICUIN AI, AI'I'I1OACII( Employ electrostatic/corona discharge techniques
4o destroy toxic cheniual and bioloqical agents.

J

.. . ..A CCOI PbISItMVi'TS: During 1981, laboratory prototypes were constructed

and challenged with simulant•. Improved designs were made in FY82, including

a system prototype CAEFS. PECS electric fence panels uere used in laboratory

te.sting to determine chemical agcnt breakdown compositions.

AV
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1 ~CORPORAT ION

"FNDN B :l'l~il1Y FlY: 83 84 115 816 87

G.2. (45t'.) 4 600* 457* 747* 806*

* Special Focus Program -

M •AJOR i! iANG' NT WIIISIONVS. Project review/decision date DEC FY94

MAJOR TEr.•CNICAL Th._sTrflEs: Test improved designs with agent SEPT FY83

1 IN HI)1ATIO 10 i) ATE.: 10/31/82
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)I!I',SE _AE.'A. Collective Protection

PROIIE('T TI| Protective Air Filtration Systems For Shipboard Environment

i -

FIMA J01tcIO CTA IMVANTW: office of Naval Research

NAVY SPONSO)_POINT RF C(1NACI: CDR P.M. Curran (ONR-270)

]'SEA{CII CONI)UCT1) ]iY: Duke University

PROJECT' OB,11(;IVM. To develop air filtration systems capable of the

detection and deactivation of CBW agents and will be coupled with carbon I

fiber electrodes for agent detection. j

3..'

Th'.(:IIN(IAI, APPRIIOACHI: The system will incorporate immobilized env,-mnes

for the deactivation of CBW agents and will be coupled with carbon fiber A

electrodes for aqent detection
Ii

A CC OI P L,11 ,1 i1'!: 7Y83 new start

,;7
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CORP•OATIOzU-

F|HI IN ; Y 'YL13 84 8k5 81( G 8_7

•5. '• (000Ps) 350 400

MIAJORI MAAlAGI'*F'NT MIIS'1'rONE'S: Progress Review OCT FY84

M\IAJORt TEIiCIN_(CA_ ,II_,i ' )STONES: Develop model filter system using

hemoglobinas immobilized protein DEC 82.

Dxpand development of model filter system by incorporating carbon filter

electrodes for detection of inactivated product MAY 83.

Test model filtration system for ability to remove and detect CW simulant-

(cv idve cis) SEP 83.

Mfl ARIZS:

INFOIIOMATION DATE: 1

I f"*
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I)IHII'NN]E ARIEA: Decontamination

.... •).) T EC'I'|I'I' .': Surfactant - Enhanced DeconLaminants

•: ~~~P UOJEI"T Nt)MI IEIl'{:

""V MA,1OI (ALAIIANT: Naval Sea Systems Command

NAVY SPONSO( POINT OF ('CONITACT: Mr. John Guarino

iIESIEARlCII (;ONI)UCI.D BY:

PROJF.CT OlJV:TIVEI: To develop a surface treatment that will function as

a decontaminate for CW/13W agents.

TE"IINICA/1 AA .!I'OA(CI: Employ advanced surface chemistry concepts and ph

controlled activu chlorine co:npounds as decontamination agents on surfaces.
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CORPO~IRATIOtU

D1EPIFlHS1 AIZEA: Medical

S11ROI"':"T 'ITIC,: Detection and Identification of BW Agent with Enzyme-
Linked Immunosorbant Assay (ELISA) Systems

IPlOI I'11|' N UMBERU:

MlAAJOR CILAIMANT': Office of Naval Research

N'AVY SPONSOR POINT 01 CONTACT: CDR P.M. Curran (ONR-270)

R];.'EARCII COND)UCTI'o) BY: Navy Biosciences Laboratory, Oakland, CA

PRtO YI'CT OB,1.CT:,JIVE: Develop a BW detection and identif ication capability

for shipboard use.

TECHNICAL. APPROAC.1I: Through the production and 3inkage of monoclonal

antibodies to specific BW agents and employ to develop an ELISA system for

the rapid detection and identification of BW agents.

ACCOM•I'ItI'.I|'N'i'S: aterial needed to produce monoclonal antibodies to

specific BW agents has begun development.

A!
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•af -CORPORATION

-:UN,'IN(; By FY: 83 84 111) fir) 87

6.. $ (000',s) 175 250 279 300 327

I

MIAJOR1,ANA(uIIET'rII,'ONIs: Project Progress Review JULY PY83
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